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What made the Romans laugh? Was ancient Rome
a carnival, filled with practical jokes and hearty
chuckles? Or was it a carefully regulated culture in
which the uncontrollable excess of laughter was a
force to fear—a world of wit, irony, and knowing
smiles? How did Romans make sense of laughter?
What role did it play in the world of the law courts,
the imperial palace, or the spectacles of the arena?
Laughter in Ancient Rome explores one of the most
intriguing, but also trickiest, of historical subjects.
Drawing on a wide range of Roman writing—from
essays on rhetoric to a surviving Roman joke
book—Mary Beard tracks down the giggles, smirks,
and guffaws of the ancient Romans themselves.
From ancient “monkey business” to the role of a
chuckle in a culture of tyranny, she explores Roman
humor from the hilarious, to the momentous, to the
surprising. But she also reflects on even bigger
historical questions. What kind of history of laughter
can we possibly tell? Can we ever really “get” the
Romans’ jokes?
The ColosseumHarvard University Press
The gladiatorial contest was the high point of the
bloody sports witnessed in Rome's Colosseum and
in other amphitheatres throughout the Roman
empire. This is the first popular book to explore all
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aspects of gladiatorial life?its beginnings under the
Republic; the organization of the spectacle; the dayto-day-life of a gladiator; a typical show from start to
finish; the equipment, weapons and armor used; the
symbolic role of the gladiator in society; and the
fascination of the gladiatorial spectacle within a 21stcentury context.
This is a book for Roman historians which will also
be of interest to sociologists.
A Treatise by Nobleman Marcus Sidonius Falx
Problems and Interpretations
Rome in the Late Republic
The Roman Contribution to the Western World
The Colosseum Operations Manual
Taj Mahal

WINNER OF THE WOLFSON HISTORY PRIZE 2008 'The
world's most controversial classicist debunks our movie-style
myths about the Roman town with meticulous scholarship and
propulsive energy' Laura Silverman, Daily Mail The ruins of
Pompeii, buried by an explosion of Vesuvius in 79 CE, offer
the best evidence we have of everyday life in the Roman
empire. This remarkable book rises to the challenge of making
sense of those remains, as well as exploding many myths: the
very date of the eruption, probably a few months later than
usually thought; or the hygiene of the baths which must have
been hotbeds of germs; or the legendary number of brothels,
most likely only one; or the massive death count, maybe less
than ten per cent of the population. An extraordinary and
involving portrait of an ancient town, its life and its continuing
re-discovery, by Britain's favourite classicist.
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An enduring monument of haunting beauty, the Taj Mahal
seems a symbol of stability itself. The familiar view of the
glowing marble mausoleum from the gateway entrance offers
the very picture of permanence. And yet this extraordinary
edifice presents a shifting image to observers across time and
cultures. The meaning of the Taj Mahal, the perceptions and
responses it prompts, ideas about the building and the history
that shape them: these form the subject of Giles Tillotson's
book. More than a richly illustrated historyÑthough it is that as
wellÑthis book is an eloquent meditation on the place of the
Taj Mahal in the cultural imagination of India and the wider
world. Since its completion in 1648, the mausoleum
commissioned by the fifth Mughal emperor, Shah Jahan, for
his wife Mumtaz Mahal, has come to symbolize many things:
the undying love of a man for his wife, the perfection of
Mughal architecture, the ideal synthesis of various strands of
subcontinental aesthetics, even an icon of modern India itself.
Exploring different perspectives brought to the magnificent
structureÑby a Mughal court poet, an English Romantic
traveler, a colonial administrator, an architectural historian, or
a contemporary Bollywood filmmakerÑthis book is an
incomparable guide through the varied and changing ideas
inspired by the Taj Mahal, from its construction to our day. In
Tillotson's expert hands, the story of a seventeenth-century
structure in the city of Agra reveals itself as a story about our
own place and time.
The history of the Colosseum is, in reality, much stranger than
the legend. In this engaging book, we learn the details of how
the arena was built and at what cost; we meet the emperors who
sometimes fought in gladiatorial games; and we take measure
of the audience who reveled in, or opposed, these games. The
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authors also trace the strange afterlife of the monument.
Gladiatorial combat, animal displays, naumachiae (staged naval
battles) and spectacular executions were all an important part
of Roman culture. The provision of a wide range of purposebuilt buildings (from theatres to amphitheatres to circuses) as
venues across the empire is testimony to the popularity and
significance of these displays. This book offers an introduction
to the main forms of spectacle in the Roman world (human and
animal combat, chariot racing, aquatic displays), their nature,
context and social importance. It will explore the vast array of
sources, from literary to archaeological material, that informs
the subject. It will examine the spectacles with special
emphasis on their physical setting, and will also consider the
variation in the provision of venues and their context across the
Empire. A final section will review the modern reception of
Roman spectacles, especially those involving gladiators.
A World Full of Gods
On Joking, Tickling, and Cracking Up
Civilisations: How Do We Look / The Eye of Faith
The Cambridge World History
Racism in America
The World Book Encyclopedia

The Colosseum was Imperial Rome's monument to
warfare. Like a cathedral of death it towered over the city
and invited its citizens, 50,000 at a time, to watch
murderous gladiatorial games. It is now visited by two
million visitors a year (Hitler was among them). Award
winning classicist, Mary Beard with Keith Hopkins, tell
the story of Rome's greatest arena: how it was built; the
gladiatorial and other games that were held there; the
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training of the gladiators; the audiences who revelled in
the games, the emperors who staged them and the critics.
And the strange after story – the Colosseum has been fort,
store, church, and glue factory.
A history of early Christianity considers its origins and
surprising evolution from Jewish and pagan contexts,
profiling the odds posed by a fierce Roman state against
which Christian practices were strategically developed.
Mary Beard's by now famous blog A Don's Life has been
running on the TLS website for nearly three years. In it
she has made her name as a wickedly subversive
commentator on the world in which we live. Her central
themes are the classics, universities and teaching -- and
much else besides. What are academics for? Who was the
first African Roman emperor? Looting -- ancient and
modern. Are modern exams easier? Keep lesbos for the
lesbians. Did St Valentine exist? What made the Romans
laugh? That is just a small taste of this selection (and
some of the choicer responses) which will inform,
occasionally provoke and cannot fail to entertain.
The Colosseum Operations Manual is an examination of
the innovative design and inspired construction of ancient
Rome’s most astonishing building. It looks closely at the
anonymous architects and laborers involved in the 10-year
project, and how once completed its management
delighted the Roman crowds with 400 years of the
world’s most savage and brutal entertainment
spectaculars.
Rome's Arena of Death
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The Rosetta Stone
A History of Ancient Rome
Confronting the Classics
The Fires of Vesuvius
Sociological Studies in Roman History

The enormous size of the Roman empire and
the length of time it endured call for an
understanding of the institutions which
sustained it. In this book, Keith Hopkins, who is
both classicist and sociologist, uses various
sociological concepts and methods to gain new
insights into how traditional Roman institutions
changed as the Romans acquired their empire.
He examines the chain reactions resulting from
increased wealth; various aspects of slavery,
especially manumission and the cost of
freedom; the curious phenomenon of the
political power wielded by eunuchs at court;
and in the final chapter he discusses the Roman
emperor's divinity and the circulation of untrue
stories, which were a currency of the political
system. Professor Hopkins has developed an
exciting approach to social questions in
antiquity and his book should be of interest to
all students of ancient history and of historical
sociology.
Companion to the major new BBC documentary
series CIVILISATIONS, presented by Mary Beard,
David Olusoga and Simon Schama The idea of
'civilisation' has always been debated, even
fought over. At the heart of those debates lies
the big question of how people - from
prehistory to the present day - have depicted
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themselves and others, both human and divine.
Distinguished historian Mary Beard explores
how art has shaped, and been shaped by, the
people who created it. How have we looked at
these images? Why have they sometimes been
so contentious? In Part One, she examines how
the human figure was portrayed in some of the
earliest art in the world - from the gigantic
stone heads carved by the Olmec of Central
America to the statues and pottery of the
ancient Greeks to the terracotta army of the
first emperor of China. And she explains how
one particular version of representing the
human body, which goes back to the ancient
world, still influences (and sometimes distorts)
how people in the West see their own culture
and that of others. Throughout this story, she is
concerned not only with the artists who made
images, but with those who have used them,
viewed them and interpreted them. In other
words: How Do We Look? In Part Two, Mary
Beard turns to the relationship between art and
religion. For centuries, religion has inspired art:
from the Hindu temple at Angkor Wat to the
Christian mosaics of Ravenna to the exquisite
calligraphy of Islamic mosques. But making the
divine visible in the human world has never
been simple. All religions have wrestled with
idolatry and iconoclasm, destroying art as well
as creating it - and asking how to look with The
Eye of Faith.
Her central themes are the classics, universities
and teaching - and much else besides. In this
second collection following on from the success
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of It's a Don's Life, Beard ponders whether
Gaddafi's home is Roman or not, we share her
'terror of humiliation' as she enters 'hairdresser
country' and follow her dilemma as she wanders
through the quandary of illegible handwriting
on examination papers and 'longing for the next
dyslexic' - on whose paper the answers are
typed, not handwritten. Praise for It's a Don's
Life 'Delightful... it has the virtues of brevity,
eclecticism and learning worn lightly... if they'd
had Mary Beard on their side back then, the
Romans would still have their empire' Daily Mail
Although Pompeii still does not give up its
secrets quite as easily as it may seem, Mary
Beard makes sense of the remains. From sex to
politics, food to religion, slavery to literacy, she
offers us the big picture of the inhabitants of
the lost city.
A Reconstruction and Architectural Guide
A Reader
Ancient Rome: The Rise and Fall of an Empire
The Life of a Roman Town
The Circus Maximus and the Colosseum
Traditions, Adventures and Innovations
This is the story of the greatest empire the world has ever
known. Simon Baker charts the rise and fall of the world's first
superpower, focusing on six momentous turning points that
shaped Roman history. Welcome to Rome as you've never
seen it before - awesome and splendid, gritty and squalid.
From the conquest of the Mediterranean beginning in the
third century BC to the destruction of the Roman Empire at
the hands of barbarian invaders some seven centuries later,
we discover the most critical episodes in Roman history: the
spectacular collapse of the
'free' republic, the birth of the age
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of the 'Caesars', the violent suppression of the strongest
rebellion against Roman power, and the bloody civil war that
launched Christianity as a world religion. At the heart of this
account are the dynamic, complex but flawed characters of
some of the most powerful rulers in history: men such as
Pompey the Great, Julius Caesar, Augustus, Nero and
Constantine. Putting flesh on the bones of these distant,
legendary figures, Simon Baker looks beyond the dusty, togaclad caricatures and explores their real motivations and
ambitions, intrigues and rivalries. The superb narrative, full of
energy and imagination, is a brilliant distillation of the latest
scholarship and a wonderfully evocative account of Ancient
Rome.
The Colosseum is being haunted by a gladiator ghost. None
of the tourists want to visit anymore! Geronimo must solve the
mystery and rid the site of its ghost.*Plus BONUS Mini
Mystery: The Cheese BurglarCan Geronimo clear his name
and catch the real thief before it's too late?
This engaging book is an excellent resource for classes on
Roman art, architecture, history, civilization, and sport and
spectacle.
This richly illustrated volume provides an architectural history
of the central section of the Roman Forum during the Empire
(31 BCE-476 CE).
The Forbidden City
Domestic Space in Classical Antiquity
SPQR
Laughter in Ancient Rome
Why We're All Romans
Comprehensive account of the intense biological, commercial,
and cultural exchanges, and the creation of global connections,
between 1400 and 1800.
Explores the wider cultural framework in which we should
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study the housing in the Greek and Roman worlds.
Mary Beard is one of the world's best-known classicists - a
brilliant academic, with a rare gift for communicating with a
wide audience both though her TV presenting and her books. In
a series of sparkling essays, she explores our rich classical
heritage - from Greek drama to Roman jokes, introducing some
larger-than-life characters of classical history, such as
Alexander the Great, Nero and Boudicca. She invites you into
the places where Greeks and Romans lived and died, from the
palace at Knossos to Cleopatra's Alexandria - and reveals the
often hidden world of slaves. She takes a fresh look at both
scholarly controversies and popular interpretations of the
ancient world, from The Golden Bough to Asterix. The fruit of
over thirty years in the world of classical scholarship,
Confronting the Classics captures the world of antiquity and its
modern significance with wit, verve and scholarly expertise.
*Includes pictures *Includes ancient accounts *Includes online
resources and a bibliography for further reading The ambitious
and fearless emperors that built the legendary Roman Empire
from scratch, the broad-shouldered and bronzed gladiators
with their iconic plume helmets and glinting swords, and
elaborate parties attended by toga-wearing Romans fueled by
alcohol, violence, orgies, and other godless acts all paint a
picture of Roman life. At the Circus Maximus, the guttural
cheers of the spectators reverberated across the enormous open
space, but their cries could hardly be heard over the rumble of
the ground. On the ellipse-shaped track, 5 charioteers would
skew their bodies and steer their magnificent vehicles around
the curves. Gusts of sand and dirt flew up from the whizzing
wheels and encircled the pounding hooves of the stunning
stallions. Distracted personnel and guards dragging their feet
were considered fair game. As one chariot careened to the side,
preparing to collide with another chariot, a row of guards might
have to try to duck out of the way in the nick of time. Some
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would be trampled by hooves. Chariot races were dangerous for
participants too. A charioteer could become disoriented and fail
to position himself as his horses moved instinctively, sending his
body catapulting forward out of the chariot. Needless to say,
chariot racing in Rome was a nail-biting spectacle. When the
Colosseum was built in the late 1st century A.D., the Romans, a
people known for their architectural acumen, managed to
amaze themselves. Martial, a Roman poet writing during the
inauguration of the Colosseum, clearly believed the Colosseum
was so grand a monument that it was even greater than the
other Wonders of the Ancient World, which had been written
about and visited endlessly by the Romans and Greeks in
antiquity. Indeed, although the Wonders were wondrous to
behold, the Colosseum was a spectacular achievement in
architecture, something new and innovative, and therefore an
amazing "Wonder" in its own way. The Colosseum was
designed to be both a symbol and show of strength by the
famous Flavian emperors, most notably Vespasian and his sons
Titus and Domitian. Vespasian had started the construction of
the Colosseum shortly after becoming emperor in 69 A.D., but
he died before he could present any spectacles in his giant
amphitheatre. That honor went to his son Titus, who celebrated
the inaugural opening in 80 A.D. with 100 days of games,
despite the fact that the Colosseum was not completely finished.
When his brother Domitian came to power in 81 A.D., he
finished the amphitheatre, but not without making some
changes to the overall design. By the time it was truly finished,
the Colosseum stood about 150 feet tall, with the oval in the
center stretching nearly two football fields long and over 500
feet across. The Colosseum is a large stadium even by today's
standards, and its great size conveys the power of the empire as
it dominates the landscape and towers over nearby buildings.
Nearly 2,000 years later, the Colosseum still amazes millions of
people who come to visit it, and when asked to visualize a
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monument that represents the Roman Empire, many conjure
up an image of the large amphitheater. As Keith Hopkins and
Mary Beard put it, the Colosseum is "the most famous, and
instantly recognizable, monument to have survived from the
classical world." At the same time, the Colosseum also
represents the Roman games and spectacles, particularly the
gladiatorial combats that so many people today find both
abhorrent yet fascinating. Given its massive size and the
architectural ingenuity involved, the Colosseum played host to
all sorts of games, including massive hunts of exotic animals and
even sea battles.
and the Rebirth of Ancient Egypt
As seen on TV
Invisible Romans
The Tomb of Agamemnon
The Hunt for the Colosseum Ghost (Geronimo Stilton Special
Edition)
All in a Don's Day

Sunday Times Top 10 Bestseller Shortlisted for a British
Book Industry Book of the Year Award 2016 The new series
Ultimate Rome: Empire Without Limit is on BBC2 now
Ancient Rome matters. Its history of empire, conquest,
cruelty and excess is something against which we still judge
ourselves. Its myths and stories - from Romulus and Remus
to the Rape of Lucretia - still strike a chord with us. And its
debates about citizenship, security and the rights of the
individual still influence our own debates on civil liberty
today. SPQR is a new look at Roman history from one of
the world's foremost classicists. It explores not only how
Rome grew from an insignificant village in central Italy to a
power that controlled territory from Spain to Syria, but also
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how the Romans thought about themselves and their
achievements, and why they are still important to us.
Covering 1,000 years of history, and casting fresh light on
the basics of Roman culture from slavery to running water,
as well as exploring democracy, migration, religious
controversy, social mobility and exploitation in the larger
context of the empire, this is a definitive history of ancient
Rome. SPQR is the Romans' own abbreviation for their
state: Senatus Populusque Romanus, 'the Senate and People
of Rome'.
One of the most visited sites in Italy, the Roman Forum is
also one of the best-known wonders of the Roman world.
David Watkin sheds completely new light on the Forum,
examining the roles of the ancient remains while revealing
what exactly the standing structures embody - including the
rarely studied medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque
churches, as well as the nearby monuments that have
important histories of their own.
From Homer to Himmler, from Thucydides to Freud,
Mycenae has occupied a singular place in the Western
imagination. As the backdrop to one of the most famous
military campaigns of all time, Agamemnon’s city has
served for generation after generation as a symbol of the
human appetite for war. As an archaeological site, it has
given its name to the splendors of one of Europe’s earliest
civilizations: the Mycenaean Age. In this book, historian of
science Cathy Gere tells the story of these extraordinary
ruins.
What does the Rosetta Stone tell us about the past? What
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treasures of Egyptian literature can now be read, thanks to
its decipherment? What does it tell us about the history of
writing and the story of our own alphabets? How do
decipherments work and how can we know if they are right?
Who owns the Rosetta Stone and what happens if we start to
return pieces of the past to countries who claim them? These
are some of the fascinating questions which are explored in
this introduction to one of the true Wonders of the World.
Prostitutes, outlaws, slaves, gladiators, ordinary men and
women ... the Romans that history forgot
The History of Ancient Rome's Most Famous Sports Venues
Conquerors and Slaves
The World of the Gladiator
Pompeii
A Monument to Dynasty and Death
The Forbidden City (Zijin Cheng) lying at
the heart of Beijing formed the hub of the
Celestial Empire for five centuries. Over
the past century it has led a reduced life
as the refuge for a deposed emperor, as
well as a heritage museum for monarchist,
republican, and socialist citizens, and it
has been celebrated and excoriated as a
symbol of all that was magnificent and
terrible in dynastic China’s legacy.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z
general encyclopedia for all ages,
featuring sections on how to use World
Book, other research aids, pronunciation
key, a student guide to better writing,
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speaking, and research skills, and
comprehensive index"-Robert Knapp seeks out the ordinary people
who formed the fabric of everyday life in
ancient Rome and the outlaws and pirates
who lay beyond it. They are the
housewives, prostitutes, freedmen, slaves,
soldiers, and gladiators who lived
commonplace lives and left almost no trace
in history - until now. But their words
are preserved in literature, letters,
inscriptions and graffiti and their traces
can be found in the histories, treatises,
plays and poetry created by the elite. A
world lost from view for two millennia is
recreated through these, and other, telltale bits of evidence cast off by the
visible mass of Roman history and culture.
Invisible Romans reveals how everyday
Romans sought to survive and thrive under
the afflictions of disease, war, and
violence, and to control their fates under
powers that both oppressed and ignored
them. Their lives - both familiar and
foreign to ours today - are shown against
the tumult of a great empire that shaped
their worlds as it forged the wider world
around them.
Collected essays by Cambridge sociologist
Keith Hopkins - one of the most radical,
innovative and influential Roman
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historians of his generation.
Death and Renewal: Volume 2
It's a Don's Life
The Roman Guide to Slave Management
Colosseum
The Strange Triumph of Christianity
The Parthenon, Revised Edition
The Colosseum in Rome is one of the world's most amazing
buildings. Built over 10 years during the reign of the Emperor
Vespasiano in c. 72AD, at 160 feet high this immense oval
stadium was home to the most violent and deadly spectator
sports in history, and the making of many 'gladiator' heroes.
Using state-of-the-art computer graphics, Colosseum brings
the world of Ancient Rome to life and shows how and why this
most extraordinary of human monuments was built. New
research debunks the myths perpetuated in the film Gladiator
and helps us understand the nature of these games - why the
chariot races of Gladiator could not have happened within the
Colosseum walls, for instance. Here for the first time, new
evidence reveals exactly how the Colosseum was regularly
flooded with water for the spectacle of deadly sea battles.
Praise for the previous edition: "Wry and imaginative, this gem
of a book deconstructs the most famous building in Western
history." ÐBenjamin Schwarz, The Atlantic "In her brief but
compendious volume [Beard] says that the more we find out
about this mysterious structure, the less we know. Her book is
especially valuable because it is up to date on the restoration
the Parthenon has been undergoing since 1986." ÐGary Wills,
New York Review of Books At once an entrancing cultural
history and a congenial guide for tourists, armchair travelers,
and amateur archaeologists alike, this book conducts readers
through the storied past and towering presence of the most
famous building in the world. In the revised version of her
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classic study, Mary Beard now includes the story of the longawaited new museum opened in 2009 to display the sculptures
from the building that still remain in Greece, as well as the
controversies that have surrounded it, and asks whether it
makes a difference to the "Elgin Marble debate."
The sly, subversive, first-person, and uncompromising guide to
the realities of slavery and servitude in ancient Rome, with a
foreword by Mary Beard.
Racism in America has been the subject of serious scholarship
for decades. At Harvard University Press, we’ve had the honor
of publishing some of the most influential books on the subject.
The excerpts in this volume—culled from works of history, law,
sociology, medicine, economics, critical theory, philosophy, art,
and literature—are an invitation to understand anti-Black
racism through the eyes of our most incisive commentators.
Readers will find such classic selections as Toni Morrison’s
description of the Africanist presence in the White American
literary imagination, Walter Johnson’s depiction of the nation’s
largest slave market, and Stuart Hall’s theorization of the
relationship between race and nationhood. More recent voices
include Khalil Gibran Muhammad on the pernicious myth of
Black criminality, Elizabeth Hinton on the link between mass
incarceration and 1960s social welfare programs, Anthony
Abraham Jack on how elite institutions continue to fail firstgeneration college students, Mehrsa Baradaran on the racial
wealth gap, Nicole Fleetwood on carceral art, and Joshua
Bennett on the anti-Black bias implicit in how we talk about
animals and the environment. Because the experiences of nonWhite people are integral to the history of racism and often
bound up in the story of Black Americans, we have included
writers who focus on the struggles of Native Americans,
Latinos, and Asians as well. Racism in America is for all
curious readers, teachers, and students who wish to discover
for themselves the complex and rewarding intellectual work that
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has sustained our national conversation on race and will
continue to guide us in future years.
From Its Origins to the Colosseum
The Story of Rome's Colosseum and the Emperors Who Built It
The Roman Amphitheatre
The Roman Forum
The Colosseum
Spectacle in the Roman World

This engaging yet deeply informed work
not only examines Roman history and the
multitude of Roman achievements in rich
and colorful detail but also delineates
their crucial and lasting impact on
Western civilization. Noted historian
Carl J. Richard argues that although we
Westerners are "all Greeks" in
politics, science, philosophy, and
literature and "all Hebrews" in
morality and spirituality, it was the
Romans who made us Greeks and Hebrews.
As the author convincingly shows, from
the Middle Ages on, most Westerners
received Greek ideas from Roman
sources. Similarly, when the Western
world adopted the ethical monotheism of
the Hebrews, it did so at the
instigation of a Roman citizen named
Paul, who took advantage of the peace,
unity, stability, and roads of the
empire to proselytize the previously
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pagan Gentiles, who quickly became a
majority of the religion's adherents.
Although the Roman government of the
first century crucified Christ and
persecuted Christians, Rome's fourthand fifth-century leaders encouraged
the spread of Christianity throughout
the Western world. In addition to
making original contributions to
administration, law, engineering, and
architecture, the Romans modified and
often improved the ideas they
assimilated. Without the Roman sense of
social responsibility to temper the
individualism of Hellenistic Greece,
classical culture might have perished,
and without the Roman masses to
proselytize and the social and material
conditions necessary to this
evangelism, Christianity itself might
not have survived.
This is the first book to analyze the
evolution of the Roman amphitheatre as
an architectural form. Katherine Welch
addresses the critical period in the
history of this building type: its
origins and dissemination under the
Republic, from the third to first
centuries BC; its monumentalization as
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an architectural form under Augustus;
and its canonization as a building type
with the Colosseum (AD 80). The study
then shifts focus to the reception of
the amphitheatre in the Greek East, a
part of the Empire deeply fractured
about the new realities of Roman rule.
The Colosseum was Imperial Rome's
monument to warfare. Like a cathedral
of death it towered over the city and
invited its citizens, 50,000 at a time,
to watch murderous gladiatorial games.
It is now visited by two million
visitors a year (Hitler was among
them). Award winning classicist, Mary
Beard with Keith Hopkins, tell the
story of Rome's greatest arena: how it
was built; the gladiatorial and other
games that were held there; the
training of the gladiators; the
audiences who revelled in the games,
the emperors who staged them and the
critics. And the strange after story the Colosseum has been fort, store,
church, and glue factory.
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